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Section 1: Review (Approx. 100 words) 

During my first year I have learned a lot of new Skills which have built up my 
confidence within the media sector. An example would be film making, this 
was one of my last units that I had completed,  this unit I extremely enjoyed 
and found it interesting as I had learned how to use ‘ adobe premiere’ in even 
more depth then I knew- alongside that I had adapted to a new sound editing 
software which was called ‘ Adobe audition’. Not only had this but I also 
enjoy taking pictures with DLSR camera as well as changing the settings 
around, to make it look more professional.   

Section 2: Project Concept (approx. 200 words) 

The concept of my project is to create a five to seven minute documentary, 
the documentary will be on the obstacles that some well most of the true non 
E-U citizens face to get their residency within the UK.I am looking more at the 
victims side then the legal law side. 
 
Some of the points that I will analyze within my documentary are the 
following: 
 

 How do the victims feel after being neglected by the governments  

 What they feel about the government  

 What options are left for the victims who have been refused,  

 After building a life in the UK, where can they go? 

 Spending so much on the lawyers and at solicitors, then getting a no 
 
My documentary will consist various interviews with family members 
explaining the situations they went through to get a residency within the UK, 
and also with those who are still going through the procedure. My 
documentary will also consist interviews with professional lawyers and 
solicitors.  
 
I will also have photography within the documentary, the reasons why I have 
decided to have stills in the my documentary is because In my research I had 
also said I enjoyed photography so I thought I would join them together.  
 
 
 

Section 3: Evaluation (approx. 50 words) 



 

 
After doing my research I have decided to do a journey documentary on one 
topic which is civil relationship. I had decided to do a journey documentary 
with the victim- this idea I had got from the peer interviews that I had done. I 
have decided to keep my documentary simple according to the questionnaire 
results the most cases that are seeking residency is ‘ civil relationships’ so I 
will focus on that topic specifically.  
 


